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No Humans Involved:
artists protest violence against women

Lady O's-swan song
I can't leave this Lady Oracle alone. I
officially quit three issues of the News
ago, hence the somewhat caustic and
probably offensive one-liner that was
my last contribution. (I've no ad vice about
anything, just fuck it up yourselfDinosaur Jr.) What happened? I lost the
ability to see good in people, I walked
around and asked a mademoiselle of
each sign her dream, then smashed each's
glory to bits one by one, writing crummy
fortunes for everyone. My faith in
humanity is at present restored and a last
deadline too tempting to pass up before
I cordially hand the company keys (El
Public Safety Shuttle?) to my successor, a
promising chickie who discusses teadrinking and lesbianism in depth. I
myself am happily caffeinated,
unadulterated by chamomile, soon to be
nicotine-free and gainfully employed at
the Convenient food mart do wn the street
from my house.
I may as well introduce myself as the
tuckered-out senior I am a 5' 3" redhead
lover of gospel and blues, of Liz Phair
and Karl Marx, of itty-bitty egg rolls and
certainly not of Durkheim, Creole
Spaghetti, Oasis, vinyl furniture or
entropy. No great powers of psychic
ability thunder through me, and I still
haven't mastered the art of organization.
I'm the petite Leonine Bree Horwitz, and
I hope you've enjoyed these Oracles,
usually written under the sickly glow of
a five am computer terminal, under
duress from numerous College News
editors, under threat of death from the
current editors, under the curse of not
being born Uma Thurman, and under
the sneaking suspicion that nobody really
pays much attention to the horoscopes,
anyway. I wish you the greatest success,
dear population of ol' BMC, and I'll miss
you, probably, xxoo, BEH

Taurus
"I eat too much, I drink too much,
want too much." Oh, poor Mr. Dave
Matthews, bloated beyond belief and
richer than...but we've all been there.
Embrace the bounty, baby, you get the
unlimited meal plan (enough plaki to
feed a small South American country),
you have the charmers at Bryn Mawr
Wine and Spirits beckoning to you with
extended arms of Kahlua, there's Russ
the gentleman at the local Dunkih'
Donuts, and of course, you have the siren
amigas urging you, begging you to kick
back on that diet and munch Reese's
pieces in orgasmic relief of stress. Why
not listen to what your body craves these
days? I see people taking on the nasty
continued on page 8

by megan munsorr
The Rape Awareness Project sponsored
their first speaker on Thursday, April
25th. Carla Kirkwood, a performance
dance instructor at Smith College, talked
about the art event that she and seven
other artists initiated in San Diego,
California. The event was prompted by
rumors that Kirkwood and her colleagues
heard that 45 local women between the
ages of 18 and 69 had been sexually
assaulted and murdered with distinct
similarities, all within a year's time. These
women lived around what are considered
the margins of society, as all were sex
workers, drug addicts, or considered
transients. Police classified the murders
under the title, NHL or No Humans
Involved and stalled any attempts to find
the perpetrators).
Furious that violence against women
had been so callously labeled and
discarded, the artists got together and
with partial funding from the National
Endowments of the Arts (NEA), created
a combination of art, social protest and
consciousness raising as a vehicle for

10. Union Organizing
9. Barnes and Noble
8. Off Our Backs
7.0n Our Backs
6.Consulting
5. Teach in tiny private schools in rur,al areas
4.5 Bouncer
4. Miss October
3. Birkenstock Sales Lady
2. Office of Undergaduate Admissions
1. Borders

Leaving Las Vegas...Leaving Le Theater

by Rachel Soltis
I'd heard a lot of good things about
Leaving Las Vegas —Oscars, Best Actor,
and all that — and so on Friday night I
wandered into Thomas to watch it,
expecting at least a decent movie. The
last movies I'd seen was Kids, which I
found deeply disturbing, as I had been
promised. I didn't suspect I might be
crazy for finding it so—in fact, I'd heard
so much wailing and theorizing and
criticizing from reviewers about it that it
was almost more tame than I'd expected.
Also, it seemed to have some sort of a
reason behind it; if nothing else, the
portrayal of a world (however stylized
and translated into movie images) among
teenagers that not manyadults are willing
to believe exists. Leaving Las Vegas,
though, left me deeply disturbed and
also wondering if I crazy for finding this

as horrendous a movie as I found it, or
the rest of the world was crazy for not
thinking anything is wrong with it.
I looked up a decent number of reviews
for Leaving Las Vegas the next morning, to
see exactly what had been said about it.
A few said it was disturbing; everyone
agreed it was dark. But, a number of
reviewers added, the director managed
to make it exhilarating and almost fun at
the same time. The movie was enjoyable
to watch despite its depressing subject
matter. So why was I squirming in the
movie theater? I can't think of one scene
I could call enjoyable.
The reviews I read also reached the
conclusion that the movie was intelligent,
well-written, and well-directed. I once
read a book about a bunch of dykes living
in the East Village working in an
experimental theater that made no money

but was a lot of fun. A few of the characters
decided to go to an Off-Broadway play to
see what mainstream theater was doing
these days. In the play, the black
characters spoke with homeboy accents,
wore their pants slung low over their
hips, and looked dangerous The lesbian
characters kissed each other and hit each
other on stage. The rich white characters
had lots of money and complained about
how shitty life was. In other words, the
mainstream theater, instead of exploring
how real people live in real life, accepted
at face value certain stereotypes and just
presented them as reality. I got the same
kind of feeling from Leaving Las Vegas.
Remember, this is a serious, dark film,
perhaps highlighted by a few comic
moments, but intending to explore an
unusual relationship between two
Las Vegas, continued on page 7

continuing the investigation. They began
by asking the San Diego police
department for the files of the murdered
women. When the police gave them only
a small portion of the files, the artists
asked community members to volunteer
as stand-in models. The artists then
initiated a billboard campaign and
juxtaposed a huge photo of the first
woman killed with the letters "NHL"
and secured billboard space in highly
visible areas of the city. The billboard
campaign was closely connected to an
exhibition the group prepared in a local
storefront. They leased space and
mounted a photograph of each woman
on the walls, with her name, age, and
NHI continued on page 6

SGA
Axxxmt-ahi 1 i ty?
by Kim Schultz
I went to Plenary, as some of you may
know. As graduation approaches, I find
myself looking for signs from God more
often, and one showed up at Plenary in
the form of a Brotherhood Winery Tshirt. For those of you who have never
been, the Brotherhood Winery is in
Washington ville, New York, about an
hour north of NYC. It's America's oldest
winery, founded in 1731 by monks in
need of a stiff drink. Down the street
from Brotherhood is the Moffat Library,
with its original Tiffany windows still
intact, which is where I got my first library
card and paid my first overdue fees; do wn
the street from the Moffat Library are the
Weathervane Condominiums, where 1
grew up, for the most part, until I was
thirteen and we moved out of the
township to a place where my father
gave up politics to build his cobblestone
castle in the woods.
My father was a politician for the vast
majority of my childhood. He headed
the Orange County Democratic
Committee for many years, and he held
various and sundry local offices in the
time that I can remember.
Washingtonville, and the neighboring
towns making up our electoral district,
was a small enough place whereeveryone
knew everyone else, if not directly, then
by reputation and family name. I can
remember doing the rounds with my
father, going from door-to-door, making
small talk and asking people what they
thought about things. How was work?
Any word on whether IBM or GM was
going to close the plant? Had they noticed
any changes in their children since the
school board had cut the funds for
ext racurriculars? Did they think Cuomo
would win again? Did they want him to?
"I'm their representative," he'd explain
to me, "and here, with a place this small,
I can try and find out what they're
thinking, what they're worried about.
It's not my job to deckle what's best for
them; it's my job to do what they want
me to do."
SGA. continued on page 2

Inside: Centerspread on eco-feminism, intellectual snobbery,
alternative personal ads, cosmetic tips from Gloria Steinem,
new sexual positions, how to get your man to commit, Susie
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' Schults, continued from page 1 ^ VX/i.
I was thinking of this in relation to this chosen to represent us—just the sort of
. letter which I found in my mailbox last people who authored that letter, believe
week, among campus mail and bills, it or not.
dated April 18, 1996, collectively
I know the argument usually passed
authored by Suzanne Drennon, Mollie on at this point is, "Well, if people had
Malone, Leslie Rutkowsky, Nazanin anything to say, they would seek out
Samari-Kermani, and Vada Seccareccia. their representatives." This is baloney.
I You see, they've noticed the Social Honor The job of a representative—and that
Code is not all that Admissions makes it includes everyone from your Recycling
outtobe.They'venoticedthat"theHonor Representative all the way up to the
Code has become a system of obligation President of SGA—is to represent the
rather than a community standard of population who elected them. Thaf s it.
respect.'' Well said, I thought, but said We don't elect oligarchies; we elect
too late for them to do anything about it. representatives. SGA has been looking
Why did these very
more like an oligarchy
prominent community
than a representative
members wait for such a
government, which,
1 long time to say something
truthfully, I did not
I so obvious? This problem
mind, as SGA only
hasn't suddenly arisen
seems to fulfill purely
with the entry of the
administrative
freshmen class, no matter
purposes, like doing
how terrible the freshmen
budgeting, publishing
Honor Code orientation
the preferred bathroom
this year was; it's been here
reading on time,
for as long as I can
making sure someone
remember. It's not going
takes care of housing
to go away because we all
people and someone
got a letter with a list of the terrible things takes care of Traditions, and that
which would happen if we didn't have committees get filled up with bodies.
the Honor Code. In fact, a lot of things on Those sorts of things are best taken care
that list—like HAs and a lack of fines for of when run by a small group of people
violating alcohol and party policy—are doing their best to figure out what
things I could live without, as much as everyone wants.
someone might hate to hear it.
I take offense, however, when people
The only way I can see the community who were once supposed to be
changing is if people actually begin work representing all of us offer a slight
in earnest to change it. Although reprimand on the way we've been living
community building happens when each our lives and list of scary thoughts on
and every individual makes a decision to their way out the door. Hey, I'm
change, decisions to change are made by concerned too, but I've never seen
individuals participating in discussions anyone—even an SGA Assembly
and being exposed to new thoughts, member—ask a total stranger for her
insights, and experiences. The people opinion of the SGA minutes. I've yet to
who are in a position to initiate such see an SGA representative of any level
^conversations are those whom we have knock on doors, asking people what they
think about the Honor Code and the
web site!!! Really!!! We're serious!!! http:/ Alcohol Policy and the state of apathy on
/ arh0261.uhr.uiuc.edu/~cr/ bgala.html. campus and Hell Week and the Campus
Center damage and the rest of it all. I
■ Note the subtly tacky pastels.
I The Local Workers Union, after went to the Honor Code forum a week
unsuccesfully mediating with the ago, and was startled—and disappointed
administration, has decided to take the —when a student asked, "What are you
[the Honor Board] doing to educate
College to the Honor Board.
A concerned group of students is taking people?" and was greeted with a
mumbled low hum of voices, insisting
' the Honor Board to the Honor Board.
Recently deceased, one Social Honor that the lack of knowledge or
' Code, ft is survived by its sibling, the understanding or effectiveness of the
Academic Honor Code. Memorial service Honor Code was not the Honor Board's
' to be held in the lower PSB parking lot. fault or responsibility, that such great
\ Suspiciously missing: one college tasks are beyond the reach of any one
subscription to Philadelphia Weekly, group of people.
I was not quite as disappointed with
usually found in the campus center.
Easily identified by the cover story the reply as I was with how quickly and
featuring a Bryn Mawr woman maligned unapologetically it was thrown back.
SGA is willing to express concern about
by the administration.
the apathy on campus, yet what
ForSale:
The seniors will hold a yard sale the day aspirations are individuals supposed to
afterMay Day. It will take placeon Merlon have when the organizations to which
Green. Some of the bargains you will we entrust our Code and Constitution
don't seem to have the confidence or
find there;
An old refrigerator that smells like Cheez aspirations that they can change the
Whiz—$20. A size 3 polyester pants suit community either?
Perhaps the lesson which will be passed
' —$0.10. Four years'worth of Bryn Mawr
: and Haverford catalogues—$Z Twelve on from that letter will not be the one that
1
rough drafts of a thesis about squirrels. Drennon, Malone, Rutkowsky, Samari— $1. A complete set of BMCDS plates Kermani, and Seccareccia explicitly
intended to pass on, but a more
and silverware—$5.
Also for sale are several bumt-out seniors. meaningful one for the next
representatives: remember that above all,
Price is debatable.
$55,000—Athena's nose. More for the you are a representative. You're not
beholden to SGA, but to us, the people
' whole face. ''
',\V.:\'
Does anybody want a self involved SGA? without titles who elected you because
we thought you'd be good at looking out
Dirtcheap!
Recent unemployed grad selling piece of for us. If you're going to try to tackle
paper valued at $104,000. Already things beyond the administrative level,
you'd better start soon. Letters on the
framed.
ft*, hire: personal chef specializing in way out are at best self-indulgent, and at
homecooked meals. Chefs menu—gay worst patronizing (yes, just like this one).
Don't hold forums as your sole method
rice and whirled peas.
For sale: all the leftover bits of dirt from of community input; a very limited
aereating Merion Green. Makes nice number of people come to them, and you
know that. Erdman's not as big as
. planting soil. Contact Facilities.
Washingtonville; you can walk around
Personal*:
Jessica Shearer is looking for a girlfriend. and ask people what they think. Listen to
Must be politically left and willing to do what they say. Maybe your actions and
interest may inspire others to act and be
secretarial work.
Megan Munson is looking for theperfect interested as well, and after all isn't that
granola and the perfect person to share it what you wanted to do in the first place?

the job of a
representative
...is to
represent the
people who
elected her...

Announcements

Weddings, Engagements, Births,
Deaths, and Business Mergers:
Kim Schultz is engaged to be married. To
aboy(!).She
'••"'""
-:~
i has oougnt a wedding
drt-ss, but plans to have no wedding.
Julia Alexander is expecting a Bundle of
Joy next November. Its name will be
either Sunshine or Priscfila.
Please note: Kim Schultz is not pregnant.
And Mary Pat is not the mother.
Bree Horwitz is expecting. We're not
sure what. If you know, give us a call
Then alert Kim it's not here.

Spring has resigned. We are collecting
applications for members of a search
committee, hoping to inaugurate a new
season by 1997. In the meantime. Winter
will serve as Season Pro-tern. Summer is
vacationing in the Bahamas.
The Collegt•NemsandTheBi-CoBege News
plan to merge next year into one
monopolistic capitalist newspaper
syndicate.
TheDSA and ISOhavedecidedto resolve
their differences and merge into the
"Capitalism
Sucks"
campus
organization.
BG ALA now has an officially unofficial
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Won.
Heidi DoJamoreis in search of the perfect
Birkeiuttock and a new place to pierce.
Julia Alexander is in need of a last minute
fling.
Bree Horwto seek* nirvana, sans
Mr.Cobain, and peace, sans Sula, for
lifetime relationship. Must have low
expectations and the pick-me-up power
of Richard Simmons. Soccer-player thighs
and the perfect matzah-ball soup recipe
anketouch.
We an* in search of a straight person
from Oregon.
Rachel SoWs and Candice Morgan are in
search of someone for an all-women
threesome. Must be cute, smell good,
and be relatively butch.

Jessie Bennett & Heather Batson wiU be
accepting applications for the position of
Stupid Girlfriend foratalL leggy brunette
friend of unparalleled beauty, abilities,
k sterling qualities. Applicants must be
capable of devotion, creative, cuddly,
fond of reading (especially Ursula K.
UGum),intelligent,lacldnginarrogance,
loyal, monotonous (oops, I mean
monogamous), not needy but unafraid of
emotions, open to skinnydipping and
• nudity in general, relatively neat, sincere,
and tolerant of bunking. Applicants
should reply by May Pay; interviews
will be given during Exam Week, and, if
satisfactory,applicants will be presented
to the chyck in question. No Havermen
need apply

Doublestar Exam Movie Series

Classes are over; your head is spinning from studying for that orgo exam. Why
not watch a movie? Starting May 7th, Doublestar is going to be showing daily
movie marathons in Campus Center 210, starting at 7:00 p.m. and continuing
until they run out of movies or everyone goes home. De-stress with friends, eat
junk food, watch some of the best and worst science fiction movies around, and
forget the cold cruel world.
Scheduled movies (subject to change):
May 7: Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves.^nd Robin Hood, Men in Tights.
May 8: Ghostbusters, 1 and 2
May 9: The Never-Ending Story, 1 and 2
May 10: Pinky and the Brain, episodes TBA
May 11: Alien, Aliens, and Alien3
May 12: Braveheart
May 13: Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy
May 14: Young Frankenstein and Young Einstein
May 15: Twilight Zone, episodes TBA
May 16: Bad 50's sci-fi movies, actual movies dependent on Julia's whim.
Call x7544 by 10pm of the proceeding night if you want to see the movie.

'■:i "Xi-X\y f ?■■::"■: ' X XXXW:SiXX X Xi:::::■■'■.■i:; :•:■;-:■''!;■•

Spring thoughts on the Union Thang
by Elizabeth Hill
A while ago (on November 5, actually)
we published an article about the union
picketers outside of Good hart. Thearticle

touched on a fair number of points about
the union-nonunion issue in general and
whether or not the College did the right
thing in hiring nonunion labor. So I
wondered..are various people on the
staff of the News theonlyoneson campus
who care? Or is this another hidden issue
waiting to burst into the open so we can
have round table talks and SGA
resolutions about it and stuff?
To resolve this burning question in my
mind, and also to procrastinate, I decided
to take an informal poll. (N.B. This is not
intended to represent the opinion of the
campus as a whole) Prevailing opinion
seems to be that hiring nonunion labor is
defensibleeconomically but not morally.
Most of the people who had no problem
with the College's choice were students,
although one freshman said, "It sucks,"
without any qualifications or
reservations. A number of students also
demurred, saying that they knew too
little about the issue to express an opinion.
Overall, the staff of the College had the
fewest qualms (and the most unanimous
voice) about expressing a pro-union
opinion. One staff member I asked said
that the College was CHEAP! but
immediately followed that up by asking
me if I wouldn't have gone with the least

After a Year...

expensive option, too, if I were
responsible for a project of that by Kelly Mack
magnitude (maybe, but my idealism is
I was really hesitant to write an article
cheaper, thank you very much).
such as this: the typical end of the school
Some people blamed the Wohlsen year thing where I look back and ooh and
company for the delays in construction. ahh over what has changed in me and
I've heard numbers ranging up to twenty- what I have learned. But still I feel it
six weeks behind schedule. Now, I'm the necessary to bring up some of the things
first to admit that I have zero knowledge that I have been pondering, and must
of construction, but surely the lake back acknowledge that my perception of Bryn
there cannot have escaped the notice of Mawr and the entire world community
everyone on campus. Unless Wohlsen has changed in ways that it will never be
has some magical ability to control the able to recover from. Sometimes I think
weather, this is hardly their fault. I've that this is good, but at other times I
also heard that there were unforeseen regret that my eyes have been opened
structural problems (e.g, how to keep and that I feel a bit more jaded than when
Thomas from falling into the pit) which I entered my freshman year at Bryn
caused delays. Somehow, I doubt that Mawr.
The first day that
Wohlsen is wholly responsible for
whatever delays have occurred.
I came to Bryn
On the other hand, my instilled-from- Mawr was a sunny
c hi Id hood pro-union sentiments say that day in April for a
at least some of it must be Wohlsen's prospective
fault, right? I admit that I hated to see the weekend—one of
union workers picketing outside of those trips where
Goodhart, and that I also hate knowing your parents make
that since the Blue Bus stop was moved you.want to pull
;
most students, including me, aren't your hair out and
usually down there anymore. See, I was ; where you feel
taught never, ever, ever to cross a picket overwhelmed by the wonder of college
line unless it was a true emergency. And life. In this case, both emotions happened
even then I was supposed to think twice. to me. I was anxious to get a way from the
And now, by being on campus, by paying umbrella my parents held over me and
tuition to the school, I am implicitly wanted to feel as if I were a student: to be
crossing such a line every day.

a working part of*$he campus with
friends, professors, and a dislike of dining
hall food. My eyes were dazzled by the
spring beauty and the cheery welcome
by students and faculty. This was when
I decided to do my best to become a part
of this community.
When I actually came to live at Bryn
Mawr (on one of those hot days in August
where a friendly Custom's face greets
those anxious frosh) my perceptions of
my future were clear. I knew that the
future would be better than the past
because I was starting to steer it myself.
Things might not always be perfect but
at least I am acquiring my own sort of
agency to work with and use out in the
community. I could
not have predicted
the frustration of
campus politics,
the awareness that
working hard does
not mean that you
will feel good about
your,
accomplishments
'(or lack thereof),
and sometimes the feeling that time 9lips
through my fingers and leaves me feeling
as if I failed in some way because I wanted
to do so much more than go to class and
write papers.
Listening to students around campus
and sometimes by just glancing at facial
expressions, I can tell that people have
realized these limitations themselves. I
think that we often forget how much we
have learned in time, that we didn't
always have the same knowledge or
awareness of our surroundings as at
present. I came here without being
prepared to discover problems and fight
for the ideals that I believe in. I expected
"Bryn Mawr" (or my vision of it) to be
handed to me. Well, now I know that I
cannot be so passive about what I want
or what I think the world should be. I
have learned that the price of being
handed a silver platter is to find the parts
that are tarnished and not know what to
do to repair them. My year at Bryn Mawr
hastaught me many things and has hinted
at many more things that I certainly need
to team.
But maybe most importantly, I know
now that Bryn Mawr is not a perfect
college and that such a place can never
exist. It has flaws because it is created in
the minds of people and all people have
flaws; we can expect no better. But, I do
believe that the people that care, that are
here, and that actively think about these
problems make a difference. We cannot
be angry without trying to make change
and we cannot make change through
anger alone. If there is one thing that I
have learned by this first year at Bryn
Mawr, is that I love it even though it is
flawed. Even though there are days when
my frustration is great, I remember why
I am here and why my ideals are
important enough for me to risk a great
deal inorder to uphold them and continue
to mold Bryn Mawr by my presence on
campus.

...my perception of Bryn
Mawr and the entire world
community has changed
in ways that it will never
be able to recover from...
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Daughters of the Ea
Ecofemisinists apply activist ideals to ecology, fight for sustainab
by Katrina Albright
Environmental policy, like many other aspects of society, used to be a man's domain.
Men alone were the lobbyists, the policymakers, the activists. Though women and
nature have been universally associated with
each other—consider the monikers "Mother
Nature" and "Mother Earth"—women traditionally had little or no voice in the politics of
environmentalism.
Roughly 15 years ago, women decided to
stand up and protect themselves, their bodies,
and their Earth.
Thus, ecofeminism was born.
You may not have heard the term "ecofeminism" before, but chances are you're familiar
with its tenets.
Ecofeminism links feminism and environmentalism, claiming that the domination over
women and the domination over nature are
intrinsically linked.
As a unified movement, ecofeminism strives
to work in association with other movements
for social equality.
"Ecofeminism created a forum for women

and allowed for more face-to-face dialogue
between women," says Chaia Heller, a professor with the Institute for Social Ecology in VT
[see article below regarding her visit to BMC).
"The majority of people doing ecologically active work now is women. With ecofeminism,
we can put credit where it's due and honor the
work women have done."
Amanda Moon, a Bryn Mawr sophomore,
was introduced to ecofeminism when Heller
came on campus. She is able to identify with
some aspects of the movement's ideology.
"I like the idea of taking two causes I believe
in strongly [feminism and environmentalism]
and seeing their similarities," Moon says.
While the ecofeminist movement is able to
unify women with radical visions for ecological equality, it cannot affect policy change without help.
"We need an autonomous ecofeminist movement that moves in concert with the larger
ecological movement," Heller says.
As ecofeminism has grown in supporters, it
has branched into a number of subgroups, some
of which are outlined below.
•Spiritual ecofeminism

One approach to ecofeminism is spiritual,
deriving from nature-based religions and goddess worship. Such spiritual frameworks include Wicca, witchcraft, and other forms of
paganism.
•Feminism and animal rights
"Animal liberation is a feminist issue," says
the mission statement of Feminists for Animal
Rights [FAR). "Becauseexploitation of women
and animals derives from the same patriarchal
mentality, FAR attempts to expose the connections between sexism and speciesism whenever and wherever we can."
FAR makes other parallels between women
and animals. In their on-line newsletter, they
point out specifics: "In patriarchal society,
women and animals are considered inferior,
'cute,' childish, uncontrollable, emotional, impulsive, instinctive, irrational, evil, property,
objects...
"In patriarchal society, women and animals
are referred to as chicks, bitches, pussies, foxes,
dogs, cows, beavers, birds, bunnies, kittens,
sows, lambs, hens, shrews, heifers, vixens..."
•Women's health issues
Many ecofeminists are concerned with

women's health risks that arise from pol
toxicity, and other dangers. A recent Nei
Times article reported the findings of,
from Long Island, NY. It found that
living near chemical, rubber, or plastics
increased their risk of breast cancer ove
Reproduction issues are also pertir
ecofeminists. Industrial pollutants are si
suspected to contribute to the rise in inf
miscarriages, and birth defects.
•Ecofeminists against violence
The exploitation of the Earth's resod
often referred to as "rape" of the enviro
"One does not readily slay a mother, i
her entrails for gold, or mutilate her
writes Socialist feminist Carolyn Merc
The Death of Nature.
•Abolishing the "Mother Earth" imag
Some ecofeminists believe that in o
dismantle the patriarchy's domination of
and nature, we must stop labeling na
feminine.
"...For feminists to construct, or at led
strue, nature as 'mother^ and 'goddess' v
invites the at best ambivalent, at worst i
nist rhetoric and condescension" that id

On campus

Students implement activism for
human, animal rights at Bryn Mawr
Lindsay Moore, class of '99

Meagan MacDonald, class of '98

by Katrina Albright

by Katrina Albright

Lindsay Moore's shock-pink, inch-long hair fluoresces under the lights at the Women's Center. She
scrambles over a poster she's making, titled "Rape
Awareness Week," and gathers her thoughts.
She's recalling her history of activism—when it
started, how it formed, where it led her. Evidenced
by her surroundings, including the poster and the
discussion she's leading about ecofeminism, she
has a lot to recall.
"It was my sophomore year in high school when
I started getting interested in issues," she says. It
was then, roughly four years ago, when she noticed
disturbing trends in the relations of people around
her.
"People are selfish in many ways. We're in a big
race for success, and we lose sight of each other. In
the race, some things are traditionally stepped on.
The environment is one, and women are another,"
Moore says.
It was during that integral time in high school
when Moore also made associations between feminism, environmentalism, and other movements in
Western society.
Essentially, she discovered ecofeminist themes
on her own.
"I thought of it for myself. It's not like I was out
looking for a cause," she says.
But once she had her ca u sc—whether she sought
it or not—she went running with it. Today, two
issues she's passionate about are animal rights and
environmentalism. Combining both causes, she
works to increase awareness about practices in the
meat industry.
"We're taught about food by the meat and dairy
industries. We're shown a happy pig and a happy
cow on a farm, and those images are engrained in
our minds," she says.
But these images are far from the reality of the
slaughterhouse, Moore says. While she opposes
"the serving of any meat," Moore is particularly
maddened by Bryn Mawr Dining Service's serving
of veal. In protest, Moore has written "furious
napkin notes" to dining services management.
Because veal remains on the menu, Moore plans to
circulate a petition against it.
"People make uninformed decisions about what
they're eating," she says.
Toacrualizeher visionsof increased soical awareness by Bryn Maw's student body, Moore plans to
continue speaking out indefenseof animals, women,
minorities, and others who suffer oppression.

In middle school and high school, Meagan MacDonald had different priorities than most students.
When most adolescents were worrying about social cliques, gossip, and weekend dates, MacDonald
was concerned with issues on a broader scale.
She was concerned with, for example, improving
her school's recycling program; and she was busy
leading fellow students in a tree-planting project.
By the time she entered eighth grade, she had
started an environmental club in her high school
and had established a history of activism.
Throughout her high school years, she was involved in a number of organizations, including
Earth First!, the Student Environmental Action
Coalition [SEACJ, and the Rainforest Action Network [RAN).
At Bryn Mawr, MacDonald has continued her
legacy of activism. Last year was her strongest yet
in terms of volunteer hours.
"Once someone gets into the activist scene, they
get hooked up with different people," MacDonald
says about her connections with an array of social
reform leaders.
MacDonald's projects last year included boycott
campaigns of Texaco, a company drilling for oil in
Ecuador, and Mitsubishi, the world's largest corporate destroyer of rainforests. For the latter campaign, MacDonald circulated petitions and protested outside of auto shows in New York City and
Philadelphia.
Today, while still participating in the boycott
campaigns, MacDonald focuses her energy on local
issues. She has attended extensive informational
sessions regarding the alleged environmental racism in Chester.
Chester, a city outside Philadelphia, has an auto
clave, a sewage treatment plant, and the fourth
largest incinerator in the country—all within a five
mile radius. Chester citizens believe this is a case of
environmental racism, considering that the city's
population is largely comprised of low-income
minorities.
"It's scary what's happening in this community," says MacDonald, who has toured the city and
met with some residents who are affected by noise
and air pollution from the facilities.
What's next for MacDonald? More letter writing
campaigns, more distribution of environmental fact
sheets, more consciousness-raising. With a history
of activism as strong as hers, one has hope for great
reform.

Photo by Stephani* Skillman

Chaia Heller visited Bryn Mawr on April 19 as part of the BMC
Greens second annual Earth Day festival. Her speech was titled
"It's a Mall World, After All: An Ecofeminist Exploration of the
Global Chain-Store Massacre." In her speech, she discussed
America's "fallout from industrial capitalism"and the effects it had
on women's roles and the economy. Heller is a 34-year-old
professor of advanced concepts in feminism and ecology at the
Institute for Social Ecology in PlainfiekJ, VT. Her book, soon to be
published, iscaHedJhe Revolution that Dances: Ecofeminism and
the Politics of Desire [Aigis Publications]. In her words, it "explores
social desire as a vital force behind women's global ecological
activism." Heller's speech was co-sponsored by BMC Greens, the
President's office, the Deans, the anthropology department, the
feminist and gender studies concentration, and the environmental
science concentration.
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Moon contradicts
this view.
"That image of nature
as feminine is not in itself
destructive," Moon says. "But
if you use the imagery of Earth as
feminine as an excuse for domination, that's
where there's a problem."
Others oppose the ecofeminist view overall.
"1 think it's interesting that women and the
environment have been trampled throughout history. But it seems highly unlikely that this is
because of some male conspiracy to destroy
both of them," says Karen Heavey, freshwoman.
Ecofeminism offersdiverse factions, uniting women of varying ecological interests.
As the movement grows, more people engage in effective and educational dialogue. This dialogue, created for and by women, may be ecofeminism's
greatest strength.

Ecofeminism began as a unified movement in the early 1980s. Since then, it
has splintered into a number of
smaller sections, each with its
own system of beliefs and concepts of activism. "Just as in
feminism, "ecofeminist Chaia
Heller says, "there are innumerable factions of ecofeminism." [See story below on
Heller's visit to Bryn Mawr.]
Some aspects of ecofeminist
ideology are common to all
factions, however. An example
is the association of the domination of women and the domination
of nature. In the introduction to her
anthology called Ecofeminism and the
Sacred, Carol Adams writes, "ecofeminism
identifies the twin dominations of women
and the rest of nature. To the issues of
sexism, racism, classism, and heterosexism that concern feminists, ecofeminists'
add naturism—the oppression of the rest
of nature. Ecofeminism argues the connections between the oppression of
women and the rest of nature must be recognized to understand adequately both oppressions. "
Some branches of ecofeminism
point to patriarchy as the root of
these dominations and injustices.

Our 'Global Chain-Store Massacre'
changed women's lives, says Heller
by Katriiu Albright
We're living in "A Mall World," says ecofeminist
Chaia Heller, and if s affecting women's roles in
society.
. "I've become obsessed with shopping malls and what
they represent," Heller said during her speech at Bryn
Mawr on April 19. "They are emblematic of a pernicious
tendency marked by the heir of capitalism, which affects
the way we understand women, the body, culture, and
nature."
The subtitle of her talk, "An Ecofeminist Explorationof
the Global Chain Store Massacre," illustrates Heller's
theme on many levels. First, it calls to mind the "chainsaw" analogy. This, Heller said, represents the physical
destruction of the environment—for example, deforestation, species decimation, and the destruction of ecosystems. But the "chain store" massacre is symbolic of more:
"not just the physical, but the cultural moments of disintegration and erosion," Heller explained.
"The chain store is not the causal agent of the fallout
from industrial capitalism," Heller stressed. "But it is
reflective of the wider shift in the way capitalist practice
has manifested itself over the last 30 years."
This change has had profound
effectson women's societal roles,
Heller said. In order to understand these effects, we must first
observe the contextual history.
In the past, the US work force
was dominated by the industrial age, which implemented
factory standardization and assembly lines.
After the second World War,
there was a shift to global capitalism. Most industry was
moved to Third World nations.
"The United States was faced
with a tremendous vacuum. In
that vacuum was placed the service industry," Heller explained.
"That lead us into a 'serve-you'
society."
The "serve-you" society is
marked by services which provide for beauty, education, financial stability, and entertainment, among other items on
Heller's "laundry list."
"Now we are the world's
leader in selling 'cultural product,'" Heller said. Such products include fashion, entertainment, and music.

So ho w does this affect society's perceptions of women?
"With the shift to global capitalism, women became the
ultimate post-modern workers," Heller said. Women do
the majority of the shopping; most mall-goers are women.
Women are, as Heller put it, "the conspicuous consumers."
Feminist issues arise in the production of goods as well
as in the service industry. In Third World nations, Heller
said, women comprise over 80% of the workers in agricultural, pharmaceutical, and other kinds of production.
These producers are never seen by the league of consumers that comes to America's shopping malls.
Thus the mall, according to Heller, becomes an inversion of a factory—a virtual, post-modern factory, if you
will—whose workers and consumers are mostly women.
Women are the ones who produce goods behind the
scenes in Third World countries; women are the ones
who purchase the goods in a mallified America.
"[We have) a world increasingly marked by standardization, corporization, and alienation from the very organic processes of culture-making itself," Heller wrote in
her press, release. "This shift [means that] services provided historically by women are increasingly managed
by conglomerate chains."
Leslie Surbeck, junior, commented on the issues on which
Heller spoke.
"I'm from Oklahoma; and
coming from there to Pennsylvania, I've seen the exact same
chain stores," Surbeck said.
"But I never made the connection of how that affected
women."
Heller's talk was Surbeck's
first formal introduction to
ecofeminist ideals.
"I was excited to hear Chaia
talk. I had heard the term
'ecofeminism' tossed around,
but I never really understood
the concepts," Surbeck said.
Surbeck, who is co-president
of BMC Greens, was integral
in bringing Heller on campus.
As. part of an Earth Day celebration, Surbeck hoped that
the student body as a whole
would be introduced to
ecofeminism.
The movement is still relatively small. But with the efforts of activists like Heller,
ecofeminism may move to the
forefront of the "isms" race.

"With the shift
to global
capitalism,
women
became the
ultimate postmodern
workers."

-Chaia Heller, ecofeminist
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Ecofeminism Online
As the ecofeminist movement grows in popularity and
womanpower, a number of related web sites and e-mail subscription lists become available on the Internet. By hooking up
to the net, you can educate yourself on current issues, read and
post editorials, meet leaders of ecological action groups, sign
petitions in protest of environmental destruction, and more.
Below is a list of the most useful and informative resources we
could find.
□ EcoFem at http: / / csf.Colorado.EDU/ecofem concentrates
on studies in women and the environment. The site consists
mostly of posted mail from college students and professors all
over the world.
J Green Bibliography offers an extensive list of books
and other references dealing with environmentalism. At
http://onlinedirect.com/green/intro/grbiblio.htmWS9, you'll
find books under the heading "Ecofeminism/Post-Patriarchy
Books."

J Women's Studies and Feminist Resources on
the WWW at http:// www.bgsu.edu/departments/wmst/
WMSTwebresources.html directs you to just about anywhere
you want to go—sites for cybergrrls, large organizations like
National Organization of Women [NOW] and Feminist Majority, Gender Studies programs around the country, queer resources, women's health, and much more.
J Feminists for Animal Rights isa group "dedicated to
ending all forms of abuse against women and animals." You
can find their web site at http://envirolink.org/arrs/far/
home.html.

U Feminist Activist Resources on the Net is said to
be one of the most comprehensive lists available. Find it at
http://www.igc.apc.oig/women/feministJitml.

LI Gender-Related Electronic Forums site allows you
to contribute your opinions to various feminist debates, including several on ecofeminism. Contact http://wwwunix.umbc.edu/-korenman/wmst/forums.html. This site
run by Joan Korenman from WMST-L file collection.
G SEAC & WOMYN is an e-mail subscription list run by
ecofeminist members of the Student Environmental Action
Coalition [SEAC]. To subscribe, send the message "SUBSCRIBE SEAC & WOMYN" and your name to
USTPROCeECOSYS. DRDR.VIRGINIA.EDU.
G For local, national, and international updates on environmental legislative actions, send a subscription message
to LISTSERVeCSF. COLORADO.EDU.
G Global Green Party Bibliography is located at
http://www.greens.org/bibliography. TheGreens party,especially in Europe, is noted for its substantial number of
members who identify as ecofeminists.
G SEKHMET is the magazine of the Anarchist Feminist
Federation of America, at http://www/wam.umd.edu/
%7Ectmunson/sekhmet 8.html. At this site, you'll find a
lengthy news magazine filled with editorials.
G Biographical File of the Enviroethics List gives a list of
people to contact to get involved with various environmental
movements. Find it at gopher://nisp.nclac.uk/001isfs-a-e/
en viroethics/files/biography .txt.
G Eco-Sodalism, found under "Left-Wing Lingo, Ideologies, and History" is at http://www.dsausa.org/dsa/Docs/
Lingo.html. You'll find brief synopses here of major liberal
movements.
G The Environmental News Network contains beautiful graphics and a comprehensive listing of articles, current
legislation, and calendar of events. You have to subscribe to
get full access to this site, but there are quite a few free features.
To subscribe or to check out the free features, contact http://
www.enn.com.
G EcoNet says it "serves organizations and individuals
working for environmental preservation and sustainability"
and helps people "develop use of electronic communications
medium." Visit the site at http:/ / www.econetapc.org/econet;
or, for more information, send a blank e-mail message to
econet-infodigcapc.org.
G Environmental Magazines offers ordering information for various publications on environmental education,
ecofeminism, etc. The address is http://www.io.org/
%7Egreenbr/ magazi ne.ht m.
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Medea Revived

by Kelly Mack
Sitting in the front row of arena seats
and waiting for the production of Medea
Circus to start, I did not expect the powerhouse performance or emotional havoc
that Medea would wreak on me. This play
started and ended as a modern re-telling
of a classic where the viewer is placed
along side the stage and the characters.
Instead of being separated from the story
I feh as if I was part of its own text a living
memorial of sorts. This was not just the retelling of a classic tragedy but the actual
re-creation of the exact events. The audience was injected into Medea and encouraged to think and feel as she did. The
symbols used were not only updated to fit
our modern times, but essentially revamped to coincide with the fast thinking
of today's audience. This ranged from
including references to technology (such
as phone and e-mail) to the incorporation
of loud techno music.
To tell you the truth, I did not know the
story of Medea when I decided to attend
the play. I was interested in getting out of
my dorm room and finding some free
entertainment. Only a few hours before I
was supposed to go did I hear about some
of the controversy. But it wasn't about the
subject matter, because few people today
would challenge a work written by Euripides. Instead the controversy was over the
validity of theater that is not theater in the
conventional sense. I heard that Medea
Circus pushed the boundaries. But I also
heard that it went too far and lost the
viewer amongst the ashes of a classic tragedy. So, my interest was piqued although
I had my doubts about it really being on
either extreme because I myself had never
really heard of such an invention.
The first surprising characteristic of this
production that I found was that the
"stage" was between two sides of the audience. Everyone was seated on the stage
of Goodhart with the action taking place
in the center of the audience's field of
vision. This allowed the audience to view
each other as well as the action on stage.
All seats were virtually equal because of
this setup, so that no one person had a
better view.
I was soon drawn in by the appearance
of a lecturer/tutor who was attempting to
enlighten the audience of the principles
behind the tragedy and the flaws of events
and characters that led to the ultimate end
of such dramas. From his view we were
the minds needing to be filled like empty
flasks. But, as we continued into the story,
we found that we already knew about

tragedy and character flaws because all
humans have them; we could identify
Medea's because she is human too.
Pulled in by the pain and words of
Medea, cleverly played by three talented
young women (Maggie Siff, Holly Scott,
and Sla vica Naumovska), we understood
why she hates Jason and the world. For all
that Medea has sacrificed, she has reaped
few gains. It seems that she is like many
people in that she is let down by others no
matter what she feels and does for them.
Her wish for her own death is something
that all of us feel after being betrayed and
humiliated by a lover or by society in
general. The interludes of angry dialogue
where Medea voiced her intolerance of
betrayal were accompanied by loud techno
music The deafening beat resonated and
amplified the violence, death, and hatred
of a time where women are not voiceless
and/or mindless. Music is the place where
people can express their anger and where
emotions are free to exist.
Thecast's movements, words, and bodies all served as one united text telling the
story of a women who dared to say no
when it was not permitted. This production did not leave room for me to breathe
and take it all in because it was its
own reality. As often
happens when
events and
people seem
to carry
out an
unfortunate fate
in life,
time
passed
without
m
y
knowledge. My
only complaint would be
that I lost some of the dialogue and did not feel that I could
absorb everything because much happened at once or too fast for me to notice
before it was nearly too late.
The cast, crew, and staff including director Mark Lord should be congratulated for breathing life into a long dead
tragedy. Medea Circus was not only a
creative wonder and smoothly performed
production but it succeeded in returning
Medea to the now. Medea has come back
from the dead and parts of her live on in all
of us.
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by megan munson
Sherry Butler rocked, or rather, jazzed
Bryn Mawr's Campus Center Thursday
night April 25th. Trading her
desk and calender
in for a microp h o ne
and
back-

The Arts at

Bryn Mawr

P
band,
Butler
e x panded her
identity as the
Student Activities Coordinator to include a powerful, soul inspired voice. Anyone who has worked
with Butler to put together an event at
Bryn Mawr knows that she deals with
situations and people in a way that is
positive, realistic, and incredibly empow-

ering. Now you should hear her sing.
After an intense dramatic presentation
brought to the Campus Center by the
Rape Awareness Project, Butler brought
an affirmation of the strength of women
and the enduring power of our voices.
Butler handled the microphone with ease,
knowing that it is not essential, but helpful, in throwing the power of her voice.
She played with words and sounds, clicking her tongue, rolling letters, and using
huffs and sighs to create a full-bodied
vocal experience. Her range is wide and
inclusive, dipping down into the soul and
rising to let the notes up toward the ceiling.
She moved her voice in between the
beating drums, bass guitar, and electric
keyboard, becoming electric herself before settling into ballads. My feet refused
to stay still and hands couldn't lie passively for they know the needs of rhythm
without instruction. Butler is incredibly
aware of her audience and challenged
Mawrters who tend to be reserved listeners to become active participants, first
encouraging hand clapping, before forcing us onto our feet and dancing, and
finally bringing us into her song, teaching
the sounds of "Summertime."

Student Dance Concert Rocks
by heather batson and megan munson
The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Student
Dance Concert, held April 26-27 in
Goodhart theater showcased seven pieces
choreographed by various students and
instructors.
The concert opened with a rather traditional ballet piece, choreographed by Lisa
Collins, who instructs the ballet at Bryn
Mawr This piece was one of those ballets
which is "cute" more than anything else;
the dancers wore costumes which put them
in the peasant-milkmaid trope , making
them look very young and d oil-like. There
were some lovely moments, particularly
in the middle of the piece when each dancer
performed a solo to demonstrate her skill
and lyricism. Unfortunately, the effect of
the costumes and the music was a rather chilling one to feminists such as ourselves
the infanti lized dancers had the bearing of
dolls; they seemed to dance like Coppelia,
mechanically and without will. Although
the dance was a lyrical example of ballet
ensemble work, it brought to the fore some
feminist ideological quarrels with the art
of traditional ballet and the feminine symbols it has created.
The next two dances were incredibly
rhythmic and allowed for the dancer's
expression as an individual performer,
even as she danced in a group. The first,
"Dance, Dance, Dance," choreographed
by Nuria Latifa Bowart, a BMC Senior and

Performance Studies major, was set to the
swing classic "Sing Sing Sing," and was
inspired by the Lindy Hop This dance
played with the joy found in movement. It
was strong, energetic, and infused with
humor, qualities that were echoed in the
music, bright leotards, and intense lighting. The dancers were excellent as an ensemble, and used their solo spots and
duets to illuminate the piece as a whole.
The second,"Zap", was a jazzy piece set to
a Zap Mama song and choreographed by
Myra Bazel, a modern dance and Jazz
Ensemble instructor at Bryn Mawr. Thirteen dancers took to the stage with tremendous energy and perpetual motion.
The piece ended as it began, with the
silhouette of a single dancer moving across
the stage'against a deeply lighted bade-,
drop.
"Little Maggie", choreographed by
Linda Caruso Haviland the director of the
dance department, was the saga of 5
women and a chair. Although this dance
had less of a narrative element than some
of her previous works presented in prior
dance concerts, it still told a story. It was
also an exploration group dynamics and
thedesire to possess. As in theother pieces,
the movements were intensely dynamic:—
impeccable timing was required and the
dancers rose to the occasion with precision and an intense beauty.
"Al Andar, Andar!," a solo work cho-

JL

reographed and performed by Pilar Beccar-Varela, a BMC senior,was a dancing,
wandering, wondering journey of a vaquero. Her deft use of props (in this case a
black sombrero), emphasized facial expressions, and incredible fluidity as a
dancer engaged the audience. Her piece
provided a fun space bet ween pieces heavy
with symbolism.
BMC sophomore Emily Hamey's dance
"hegira" was like "Little Maggie" in the
clarity of its narrative. The title is a noun,
defined as "a journey or trip especially
when undertaken as a means of escaping
from an undesirable or dangerous environment or as a means of arriving at a
highly desirable destination." The piece
began with conflicts of relationship between the three women dancing and climaxed during a section that where a combination of silence, rhythmic breathing,
stomping, and movement merged into
music. This piece seemed to be about an
abusive situation and was disturbing and
intense. Its was darkly beautiful choreography was accentuated by the excellent
rapport between the dancers.

Finally,the dancedepartment presented
a reconstruction of Charles Weidman's
"Brahms Waltzes", a classic of modern
dance. Choreographed in 1967, this work
is somewhat balletic in parts, but builds
on movements of fall/recovery and spinning. It has been described as "a plotless
work which sails along the emotional
breeze of these lovely waltzes." Its airy
movements were emphasized by thedancere' long swirling dresses. Like many of
the pieces performed, the dance communicated the joy and freedom found in
movement.
The student dance concert was an amazing and impressive experience; amazing
because the talent we have at a college not
focused on dance is tremendous, and impressive because the commitment, passion, and vitality of the performers is awe
inspiring. We must admit however to mi>
ments of frustration because The ColletNews staff dreams of synthesizing word«
and talent as gracefully »s the student
dancers combined their r lovements with
spirit and song.
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The Victorian Era Meets West Africa
Travels in West Africa, by Mary Kingsley,
abridged and introduced by Elspeth Huxley, 1976, Everyman's Library, $6.95.
reviewed by Julia Michelle Alexander
This is one of those books that I've been
intending to recommend since I first read
it, but never got around to writing the
article. So here it is, on my last opportunity to proselytize to the masses here at
good old BMC (at least as an undergrad.
Ack.). Anyhow, I read Travels in West Africa way back in January, and I was totally
amazed at how much I enjoyed reading it.
It was written by a Victorian woman wrjo
looks sort of like the evil, or deadly boring,
spinster governess type, at least based on
the picture on the front. However, if you
read the Amelia Peabody mysteries by
Elizabeth Peters (and trust me, you
should), you'll easily recognize Peters'
inspiration in Mary Kingsley.
Kingsley made several extended visits
to Africa, unaccompanied except for her
native guides. Although she traveled with
trade goods, her main motivation was
exploration, and she undertook an enter-

prise which only the bravest men seemed
the least bit capable She was quite successful and went to the trouble of leaving
us a record of her thoughts and activities
during this time.
Mary Kingsley was adventurous of
course, but had the sort of acidic wit that
makes reading a book a lot of fun. At one
point, Kinglsey offers this wonderful description of an ignominious fall during a
difficult swamp crossing: "Some good
souls helped the men haul, while I did my
best to amuse the others by diving headlong from a large rock on to which I had
elaborately climbed, into a thick clump of
willow-leaved shrubs. They applauded
my performance vociferously, and then
assisted my efforts to extricate myself,
and during the rest of my scramble they
kept close to me, with keen competition
for the front row, in hopes that I would do
something like it again. But I refused the
encore, because, bashful as I am, I could
not but feel that my last performance was
carried out with all the superb reckless
abandon of a Sarah Bernhardt, and a dis-

BibliopMlia
by Julia Michelle Alexander
Hello, my name is Julia, and I've been a
biblioholic for almost eighteen years, now.
It isn't entirely my fault, since everyone I
know has been supporting me in this addiction, even when it became clear that
there was a problem. At first, I could satisfy my urges at the library and return the
books when I was finished. But then I won
a contest when I was seven, and they gave
me a book. I might still have recovered,
but when I was ten, my mother gave me a
whole grocery sack full of books for my
birthday and then took me to the used
bookstore several .limes a month.
I was hooked. Soon, I had over a hundred books. I was running out of space.
My mother gave me a new bookcase. I
filled that one as well. She suggested I
keep them on my desk... and the spiral
accelerated. By the time I was fourteen, I
had two boxes full of books, and an increasing addiction. When I was sad I found
a book to console myself. When I was
happy I turned to books to celebrate. Finally, I couldn't survive without a book
Not at the dentist, or in the line at the
grocery store, or even walking to and
from school. All the reading ruined my
vision, but I got reading glasses and went
on.
I would walk miles out of my way home
from school just to go to the bookstore and

look at more books. My books kept overflowing the shelves, but still my mother
and teachers encouraged me in the addiction. Things have gotten really bad. Here
at college, I have over a thousand books,
even though I have given away at least a
hundred since I came here. My room sags
with the load of books, but still I must buy
more, and more, and more books. New
books, used books, novels, non-fiction.... I
am writing this article to warn all of you
before it's too late. Recognize your problem.
Do you buy more than two books a
week?
Have your family or friends ever confronted you with your "problem"?
Do you continue 16 bring home books
evert though you have neither the space
nor the money?
Do you feel uncomfortable, or nervous,
if you don't have at least one thing to read
on your person?
Must you read to go to sleep at night?
Do you get up earlier in the morning to
have more time to read?
Have strangers commented on your
reading habits?
If you have three or more of the symptoms above, go directly to the Owl bookshop before you go home, since there's
usually something there quite cheap!

No Humans Involved
NtU, cont'd from page 1
plaque underneath. The exhibition was
open to the public and included dramatic
performances by various area artists.
A large portion of the project required
investigation into the deaths of the women
by the artists, making the police department extremely uncomfortable because
many of the women had been sources of
information for the department and personal friends of several officers. Because
the informal investigation was turning up
information that associated portions of
the police department with the deaths
and criticized their silence, the NEA attempted to cut funding and the artists
were harassed by police. The artists refused to comply with outside pressures
and continued their exhibition, raising
public awareness, and challenging the
actions of a group that labelled women as
not human.
During Kirkwood's presentation I was
in shock, partly wishing there could be
some element of disbelief. But if s true.
The brutal sexual assault and subsequent
murdering of a group of women was ignored because they were not deemed
"worthy" of second thoughts. Women who
chose to receive money for sexual activities that society pressures women to give

away freely were denied any recognition
of bask humanity. Kirkwood addressed
the tension that exists in our society between perceptions of "good girls" and
"bad girls," and it occurred to me during
her explanation of the art/social protest
exhibition and her partially autobiographical dramatic narrative, that the distinction
is this: good girls submit to sexual pressures quietly, bad girls demand payment.
The information Kirkwood gave and
the thought it inspired was intense, leaving many of us stunned and unable to
respond to her request for questions. And
then she was gone. Without any effort to
help us process the experience, she
thanked us for inviting her and left. I was'
frustrated that there was no discussion to
work through the issues of violence, abuse,
neglect, anger, and apathy that surfaced
during the presentation. I was frustrated
because we were abandoned in a space of
confusion and discomfort. Walking home
afterwards, I realized that perhaps she
meant to leave us in that state because
these issues are not comfortable. They are
not problems that we can solve or feel
good about at some point after a lengthy
discussion; they are not going to disappear so that we can sleep well and live
comfortably; they are raw and painful
and all too real.

play of art of this order should satisfy any
African village for a year at least"
She has a certain wry humor about
things that her .Victorian compatriots
would have found rather disturbing. For
instance, in discussing the culinary habits
of the Fan, she comments that they do
their cannibalism In a common sense
way. Man's flesh, he says, is good to eat,
very good, and he wishes you would try
it. Oh dear no, he never eats it himself, but
the next door town does."
I think this is a good book not just

because I'm a history major (although I do
recommend that you read the introduction so you can understand what's going
on), but because of its sheer amusement'
value. This is a fun read, and would do
excellently as something to keep handy
for any extended trips you have to take
where you are likely to want light diversion; if s especially good to read if there's
someone else traveling with you, so you
can read the more amusing lines out loud
for their pleasure.

is»
Las Vegas, cont'd from page 1
unusual people. I'll tick off a couple of the
stock stereotypes in the movie: Perhaps
the most noticeable was Sera's pimp—he
was from Latvia and had a thick eattern
European accent. He was violent, paranoid, greedy, and a short way into the film
was killed by a few silent, menacing-looking thugs. Perhaps it was just me, but I got
the feeling that this guy's main crime was
being foreign — not to mention Eastern
European (who says the Cold War is over?
Why did this stereotype not quite fly in
GoUeneye, but it was accepted hew?). Basically, any time anyone spoke a foreign
language, the implication was that these
were menacing, dangerous people. Then
there are Sera's landlords — a skinny,
nervous, uptight woman whose voice indicates that she obviously does not accept
herself as a sexual being, and a middleaged, slightly balding man who play s golf
in the front yard and expresses his sublimated violent tendencies through a few
suggestive swings of his iron golf club.
Then there are the teenage boys wearing
football jerseys who of course are going to
gang-rape Sera. After all, they're cleancut and play football, and the first guy
who punches her is just the picture of selfloathing and misogyny. Don't forget the
nuns and the children's birthday party
that showed up in the background.
There were also several plot cliches
Sere falls for the guy who doesn't wa nt to
have sex with her, only to talk. Ben walks
into Sera's apartment and sees an angel
painting hanging on her wall. "You really
are an angel," he tells her (or something
like thatVSera find* Ben in bed with another woman and, in a fit of jealousy, kicks
him out of her apartment
Next in ttus intelligent film, let's examine the main characters. Ben is a diehard
drunk—and he uses the word drunk in
preference to alcoholic, because alcoholic
doesn't begirt to describe his need for
drinking. Of course, he has moments of
lucidity, in those few momenta between
spasmsand rnind-blanking drunkenness.
He needs these moments to say things
that are profound, such as, "Don't ever
ask me to stop drinking.'' Then there is
Sera, a prostitute in an abusive relationship with her pimp/Bex partner. In one
scene, when speaking of her pimp, she
say* something along the line* of, *Yeah>
sometimes he cut me (and beat me). And
he would cry when hedid it. Ifelt sorry for
him." White she'* being physically assaulted, she's reeling sorry for this the
man who's mutilating her. I would think
it a comment on ho w women are expected
to act and think, except that the camera
linger*.on her through all the movie .-*■
lots of close-ups of her face,, her breasts,
her : «**. The career* says. You're supposed to desire her, not think about her.
What I found most disturbing about
Ben and Sera was their total lack of a past.
The only thing you team about Ben becoming an alcoholic is when, extremely
drunk and in a drawn-out slur, he tells a
prostitute, "I don't know if I started drinking because my wife teftme, or if my wife
left me because I started drinking." He
burn* a photograph of his wife, his son,
and himself — it indicates an idyllic past
(though photographs can certainly lie),
and there is no link between him then and

now. You team even less about Sera's
past. I think one of the reasons these characters are presented so without motive
and past is so that the movie can revel in
them, can make sensuous their self-destruction.
I also don't think this is a good thing.
These characters have, for no given reason, managed to completely mangle their
lives — and we're supposed to accept
that? We're supposed to take as a given
that their lives are beyond redemption,
despite the fact that Ben has enough money
to support a month-long drinking and
gambling binge and once upon a time
even had a family that he seem* to miss,
and that Sera is intelligent, fairly witty,
self-aware, and willful, (not to mention
that she has a gorgeous apartment)? But
they're both trapped, remember, and they
find nothing in their lives to help them out
of their own morasses. It seems an insult
to those people who really are trapped—
financially, say, rather titan by their fragile egos — yet who are working their
damnedest to maintain a sense of dignity
in their lives. Onereviewer praised Leaving Las Vegas for its honesty, but for years
people have been writing about and making movies about self destructive rich
whitepoeple—justlookatF.ScottFitzgerald. All LeavmglasVegas does is make this
"honesty"uglier.
[/'.': ';. .;.;.;.'.'
* Okay, one more rant, since this is a
feminist newsjournal, and I am a feminist.
I kept track of secondary female character* who interacted With Sera and the sort
of relationships they had between them.
First is the female landlord, who disapproves of Sera and throws her out when
things start to look fishy. No love lost
there. Then there's the prostitute that Ben
takes home with, him — this woman
doesnH even look Sera in the eye, just
gathers up her stuff and leaves. Then
there's the woman in the scene that introduces Sera, with whom Sera has sex in
front of a couple of men — this is perhaps
the longest interaction I remember Sera
having with another woman, and it is
filmed to resemble nothing so much as a
physical attack. In an odd contrast to this
is Ben's wife, with whom Sera obviously
doe* not interact, whom we see only in a
distant photograph which is then consumed by flames — can we say the unreachable purity erf the perfect woman?
In this movie men interact with women
with violence and desire, men interact
with other men largely With violence and
a hint of camaraderie, and women interact
with women with at best contempt, and at
worst a sort of contained violence. It seems
to methat women hare taken great strides
in the past fewdefcades—unheard-of jobs
have become available, women seem to
have a lot more freedom, and women
have learned that they can be friends with
each other. Yet, in this movie, all these
advance* count for nothing —- Sera, despite her positive fifties, is trapped in
women's "oldest profession," and she isn't
even on speaking terms with other women.
What kind of world do we five in in
which movies like this can be made, in
which a movie so full of violence and
hatred and self-hatred and misogyny is
not only not condemned, but is strongly
praised?
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Lady O, Cont'd from page 1
alter ego of DIETER many times during the final week of classes- they enter Haffnerwith
gigantic glazed eyes and large snapping jaws that yearn for the Lucky Charms and must
instead be satiated by a puny dish of cucumber slices. More murders occur this time of
year, correlated exactly with swimsuit season. Get the connection? I'm telling you to
forget streamlining your curves, the Traditions Mistresses are reminding you that BMC
is NOT a nudist colony, and your mother is begging you not to embarrass her at
graduation, but do whatever it takes to both debunk the Establishment and be aroused
when you look in the mirror. Be happy with your body, and think of the extra weight as
simply more opportunity to tan, ok?
Gemini
In the City Paper "Great Pay For lingerie model by amateur artist/photographer. No
experience necessary." How great! A way to ship your shoes home, round trip air fare
for two to Cannes, and finally, a means to manage your budding addiction to crack! No
more wiring to Auntie Margot for last minute cash, but a true artiste waiting for you to
round out his portfolio and his lurid fantasies to boot. Terrific, the News office has the
number and I myself investigated this joker to be sure his intentions are honorable.
Lady O: So, sugarbear, what is your true meaning of placing this ad? Are you a rapist?
Dirty Man: Why no, actually, my girlfriend just left me, my dog ran away, and Uma
Thurman spurned my phone calls.
LO: Oh— you're not Buddhist, eh?
DM: What? No, I just want lotsa girls in their underwear. I love panties, you know. Are
you wearing boxers?
LO: No, no, tiger-stripe spandex teddy. So, you're a pervert. Have you always had this
goal in life?
DM: Um, my name's Richard, can you stop referring to me as the Dirty Man? It's, like,
really offensive.
LO: Ok, Mr. Hombre, tell me, have you gotten any calls?
DM: Are you like some kind of phone sex girl? I really like your voice, you sound familiar,
actually. I work at Domino's? Do you call there?
•click*
There you go, me always looking out for you, my doe-like charges. Have a super two
weeks.
Cancer
I tried to be nocturnal this last week, to avoid people and romance my umpteen papers
instead of the half-nekkid men and women cavorting outside my window, but my body
is too accustomed to the regime of a loyal eight hours. And yours? What is this nudity at
^ord lately? My friend has seen Adonis with washcloth, Adonis mumbling to himself,
prone on her bathroom floor, and Barbarella in just a string bikini clasping a beer and her
Nietzsche. What is this TEMPTATION sent down from the heavens above? Are we to
commit hubris and not follow the bounty of the earth? Time to let your wild horses run
free, sister, and have a passionate affair for each of us stupefied in front of the computer
terminal with the pallor of death and honey bunnies in Colorado, DC or LA. Bah on you,
jealously I wish you the best of luck.
Ah revelation! Rob Brezsny is NOT funny! He's lost it completely, now I might have
as well, but at least I'm finding a new day job come June.
Leo
—•
- I'm accustomed to a smooth ride
Or maybe I'm a dog who's lost its bite
I don't expect to be treated like a fool no more Some PeoPle say *• "^is J"81 *• skv
I don't expect to sleep through the night
But I say
Some people say a lie's a lie
Why deny the obvious child?
But I say. Why deny the obvious child?
Sonny sits by his window and thinks to himself
How il 8 8tran
And I'm remembering a road sign
'
8e that some rooms are like
ct es
I am remembering a girl when I was young
%
And we said These songs are true
Sonny's yearbook from high school
These days are ours
Is down from the shelf
These tears are free
And he idly thumbs through the pages
and hey, the cross is in the ballpark
Somehavedied
Some have fled from themselves
We had a lot of fun, had a lot of money
Or struggled from here to get there
We had a little son and thought we'd call him
^"^ w«nd«"» beyond his interior walls
Sonny
Runs hu hand through his thinning brown hair
Sonny gets married and moves away
Sormy has a baby and bills to pay
WeU I'm accustomed to a smoother ride
Sonny gets sunnier day by day by day
M"*1* Vm a ** *at'8 lo8t it>8 *»**
I don't expect to be treated like a fool no more
I've been waking up at sunrise
I <km't expect to sleep through the night
Some
I've been following the light across my room
P^P1* "y • be is just a lie
I watch the night receive the room of my day
But I say me cross is in the ballpark
Why deny the obvious child?
,
-Paul Simon
Virgo
Mi virgin, dear Prudence, do you ever get the urge to rebel? Here you are, cursed to
lily-white boredom by the month you were born, watching the lithe bodies of the
undergrads cavort outside under the warm sun, and mere you are, with your chemistry
books muffling the cries of anguish from your throat. How can life be so unfair? Thank
your mother, thank your school work and thank me for releasing you from your chastity
belt. You're sprung! If s spring! Go and be fruitful, go and get Parrot Ices and relax into
naughty things at the Bryn Mawr movie theater. I've made out in a theater only once, it
wasn't all that if s cracked up to be (sound seems to travel awfully well), but there is the
story of two lovers who had sex (reallyO in the top balcony of an all-day Three Stooges
festival. Perhaps theirs is not model behavior, but do do something wild n' crazee, even
on the order of calling that shy boy/girl/provost and finally asking him/her/it/them to
somewhere dark and breezy. Knock yourself out, and not up, and return to this hellhole
refreshed and calm. Buena suerte.
Libra
You represent the scales of justice, you, all stressed, unhappy and with the concealer
that is totally the wrong shade for your complexion? Please get off the high horse you
might have been riding lately and join us mortals scurrying here, bellies to the ground.
So whatifyouwerea Miss America contestant from Maine? So what if youand Liz Taylor
are the only two human beings with purple eyes? Your mama probably did crystal meth
while she was pregnant. Keep any stray attitude in check and all will flock to you as the
delightful charmer you usually are. Just pick a mantra, any mantra, and use it to bring
runaway egotism and anti-charisma in check. AD shall fall into place nicely, just
remember, the honey attracts more bees, and the dung more flies. Ah, you understand
young grasshopper. Lesson finished.
Scorpio
My coqan diable, my Coke-can diablo, you fi>acrack«girue, what ccmes of your Hie

s pit efulness comes to a head sometime this July, when you find that A) the Sassiest Girl
in America contest is closed to you now that you're legal, B) Sassy magazine has gone so
far downhill from those delicious sixth grade issues, or Q I'm terribly wrong in assuming
that you give a flying fig about Sassy, period. Oraclean wisdom is tapped out this time
of year, when political science seminars trample the adrenaline out of us like apple cider,
when your professors appear to you in visions wielding knives before your shower
curtains, when the days are strung-together papers interspersed with A-Plus runs and
impromptu football games on Denbigh green, mixed in with lousy Bush tunes about
soap on the radio and Trent Reznor telling you he wants to feel you, yes, YOU, toots, from
the inside. Frightening? Invigorating? The best liberal arts experience $106 grand can
buy? You betcha oats it is, and keep up the positive attitude. Seriously, good luck be thine,
you'll be relaxed and calmly sipping spiked lemonade in no time, trust me.
Y'know, You Oughta Know is still a great song.
Sagittarius
There's been much ado about leadership recently, as evidenced by the flurry of articles
in this week's News, and what of it? "A politician is an arse upon which everyone has sat
except a man" murmured e. e. cummings in that sly way of his, and there is truth to that.
No political agenda here, but just a note for you to realize the autonomy in your life at
this present moment when you may be neck-breaking to finish whatever problem sets,
whatever junk you need to figure out/finish up/churn the hell out before you're finite
with everything. Leadership begins with you hitting the snooze button only the second
time before you get into that lukewarm shower and into your battle attire for the day.
"What are you talking about, you crazee Oracle-know-it-all?" I see you muttering.
(Omniscient, omnipresent me) "Where's the humor? Where's the beef? Where's the
funny stuff and why all this vice-crunching preachy garbage in MY fortune?" Fine, you'll
meet someone and fall in love sometime, whatever, but that good stuff will be delayed
if you don't get off your ki ester and into life, am I correct? Does a life holed up in your
cell, hiding under your bed from all the nagging difficulties of the world actually
accomplish much more than fostering one supremely bad attitude and a passion for Jodie
Foster pictures on the Internet? Is that what thrills you, floats your boat, drives you wild
with the joy that is dairy living 'round this place? Hah, autonomy and the single gyrl is
a success story every time, Jodie Foster the wunderchickie or no.
Capricorn
There's Trent & Nine Inch Nails on the radio again singing about how we get him closer
to God. Better ask Courtney Love. We tear down his reason, he's insisting, and maybe
that's a good thing. Go with his advice, augment it to fit your needs as you will, but tear
down Your reason, meaning stop being so gosh darned cerebral and just fly with it. No
opus-making out of your school work, no great tsimmes about your personal affairs; I
advise you to just kick back on the worrying and do whatever it takes to get the yucky
stuff out of the way so the fun can begin. Rip down all that prevents you from doing it
all, "forget all your calling, forget all your whining, forget all your feelings of self-hate
and loathing" (thanks, Siouxie) and be that vibrant, witty, erudite uberbabe that BMC
admissions would give a thousand dollars to see you be. And that you already are.
Aquarius
Here you've struggled to be, you're on an intermediate ledge glaring against the sun at
the rubble you've conquered behind you, and the vastness gaping before. Perhaps you're
turned the other ways 'round to make yourself feel somewhat better, no problem, but
what's doin' with yer life? "Caught in a state of imaginary grace," mused the beloved
Modern English (© the TLA, May 1), once, back in the eighties' days of cream puff
philosophy, and this is where we are today, at the front of the summer, at the cusp of our
lives no matter what the Dean's office says nor what the Comptroller might have you
believe. DO listen to the Phone Lady when she tells you that this is the last shot to pay
up, and do listen to classical music, which apparently increases the rugae on the surface
of your brain. La-di-da, have a super time in these days of passion, of humidity and not
beat, of cigarettes on the lawn and anticipated nights under the sodium lights that line
the Seven-Eleven. Ah, "drowning here in summer's cauldron, under mats of flower lava,
please don't pull me out, this is how I would want to go." THANK you, XTC, and thank
goodness for hammocks and fire escapes and HCA's complimentary air conditioners.
Have a yummy summer.
Pisces
O baby, are you reading this at four in the morning, accompanied only by the airplay
on Y100, a clammy dish of ramen noodles and the scatterings of five papers, with a
grumpy prayer for success in your heart and a dull thumping in your temples? Have
faith! Pallas Athena may lay in a thousand obsidian pieces in the trunk of some
Humtone's mother's station wagon, but the promise of academic glory is still present,
there, in those sheaths of paper crowning the soda cans on your floor. Work swiftly, work
well, produce quality in minute spurts rather than a fourteen pages in twelve hours.
Advice for you, sweetheart, just crank it out sans the usual opus-production mode you
inevitably fall into this time of the semester. Love your friends, use their humor and
patience, and none of their bellyaching to meet your ends. Use your dean as needed, use
whatever inspiration you dredge up in Jane's Addiction, John Coltraine, or whatever you
kids are listening to these days. Buena suerte, mon petit chou chou, and carry yourself
to the oasis that is May 4, May 12, May 17. My heart is with you. Vaya con Jolt.
Aries
What is bravery? I have two tales to share with you. The first is of a weight lifter, a
gigantic man, leading a simple life raising weights of no particular mental heaviness in
his mother's basement. He is on a plane trip and a fellow passenger becomes deranged,
attacking a flight attendant and beginning to smash a nearby window, thus threatening
safety of the aircraft. The weight lifter raises one mammoth fist and places a clean sweep
on the man's chin. The assailant is unconscious and the airline awards the weight lifter
two tickets to wherever and a plaque.
The other tale is of a young boy, a champion horse rider, whose pride is the pride of
fine steeds he's raised from foals. All his neighbors tell him repeatedly he's lucky. He
demurs, "Perhaps." The boy isatoponeof these animals when it bucks him to the ground
and he compoundly fractures his leg, making him unable to ride again. The neighbors
sadly let him how unlucky he is. "Perhaps," is all the boy says. A war comes and all the
boys his age must leave home and become men in the war field, and the lame boy is left
behind. "How lucky you are, Boy," the sonless neighbors wail. "Perhaps." The boy's
horses grow impatient with their insufficient exercise and collectively escape under the
watch of a careless stable hand. "Unlucky!" the neighbors exclaim. Perhaps. His friends
and brothers do not return, and the boy grows into the assauger of grief in the town, he
matures into the roleof Priest, of Rabbi, of the spiritual backbone of the people he knows.
And is content. No Perhaps.
Stories courtesy of not my own mind, but the Continental Airlines complimentary
flight magazine and the bastardized words of Northern Exposure's Marilyn. I thank them.
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